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Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a new network technology that decouples the con-
trol plane logic from the data plane and uses a programmable software controller to man-
age network operation and the state of network components. In an SDN network, a
logically centralized controller uses a global network view to conduct management and
operation of the network. The centralized control of the SDN network presents a tremen-
dous opportunity for network operators to refactor the control plane and to improve the
performance of applications. For the application of load balancing, the logically centralized
controller conducts Real-time Least loaded Server selection (RLS) for multiple domains,
where new flows pass by for the first time. The function of RLS is to enable the new flows
to be forwarded to the least loaded server in the entire network. However, in a large-scale
SDN network, the logically centralized controller usually consists of multiple distributed
controllers. Existing multiple controller state synchronization schemes are based on Peri-
odic Synchronization (PS), which can cause undesirable situations. For example, frequent
synchronizations may result in high synchronization overhead of controllers. State desyn-
chronization among controllers during the interval between two consecutive synchroniza-
tions could lead to forwarding loops and black holes. In this paper, we propose a new type
of controller state synchronization scheme, Load Variance-based Synchronization (LVS), to
improve the load-balancing performance in the multi-controller multi-domain SDN net-
work. Compared with PS-based schemes, LVS-based schemes conduct effective state syn-
chronizations among controllers only when the load of a specific server or domain
exceeds a certain threshold, which significantly reduces the synchronization overhead of
controllers. The results of simulations show that LVS achieves loop-free forwarding and
good load-balancing performance with much less synchronization overhead, as compared
with existing schemes.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a promising net-
working technology that provides network operators more
control of the network infrastructure. SDN technology
decouples the control plane logic from the data plane by
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1 We use the terms synchronization overhead of controllers and the
number of synchronizations interchangeably in this paper.
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moving networking control functions from forwarding de-
vices (e.g., switches, routers) to a logically centralized con-
troller so that the networking functions can be
implemented by software. One enabler of SDN technology
is OpenFlow [1], which provides global visibility of flows in
the network by enabling flow-level control over Ethernet
switching. Currently, many companies and organizations
are working on deploying OpenFlow on backbone and
campus networks, such as Internet2 [2], Global Environ-
ment for Network Innovation (GENI) [3], and Google’s
WAN-B4 [4].

Typically, an SDN network relies on a logically central-
ized controller using the global network knowledge to
operate the network. In the SDN network, the controller
conducts packet processing by matching forwarding rules,
which can be installed in the flow tables of switches either
reactively (e.g., when a new flow arrives) or proactively
(e.g., controller installs rules in advance). When a new flow
traverses a domain for the first time, the controller selects
a forwarding path for the new flow based on the current
global network status and configures the forwarding path
by reactively installing rules on related switches. The reac-
tive operation using the current global network status
makes the improvement of applications possible. For the
application of load balancing, when a new flow enters a
domain for the first time, the controller conducts Real-time
Least loaded Server selection (RLS) for this domain to select
the current least loaded server as the destination server of
the new flow based on the current network status. After a
series of RLSs for related domains, the new flow’s forward-
ing path to the least loaded server is determined, and the
packets of this flow are forwarded via this path. The detail
of RLS are elaborated in Section 2.

However, having one centralized controller creates
problems including poor scalability, responsiveness, and
reliability, which have significantly hindered and detained
the deployment of SDN technology in large-scale produc-
tion and data center networks [5,6]. To overcome the
above problems, a simple solution is to use multiple dis-
tributed controllers working together to achieve the func-
tion of the logically centralized controller (e.g., HyperFlow
[5] and ASIC [6]), which can benefit from the scalability
and reliability of the distributed architecture while pre-
serving the simplicity of the centralized system. In a mul-
ti-controller multi-domain SDN network, each controller
runs one domain simultaneously, and it only handles the
local area switches in its domain. Currently, most of the
controllers applied in the SDN network can be categorized
as Local State-aware Controllers (LSCs). An LSC could, in real-
time, acquire the state of servers in its controlled domain
by pulling statistics from edge switches of its domain.
However, the LSC obtains the state of servers in domains
managed by other controllers through controller state syn-
chronization. The LSC stores the state of servers in its Net-
work Information Base (NIB) and uses its NIB to make
forwarding decisions for new flows [7]. A NIB may contain
different contents based on the need of network applica-
tions [7–9]. In this paper, we focus on the flow-based,
web load balancing, where the NIB of each controller con-
tains the load of each server (e.g., the utilization of the link
connecting with each server [7]).
Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
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One of the major challenges when using multiple con-
trollers in the SDN network is to synchronize the state
among controllers. The state desynchronization among
controllers significantly degrades the performance of the
application. Levin et al. [7] study the controller state syn-
chronization problem for the application of load balancing
in the SDN network and propose two controller state syn-
chronization schemes based on Periodic Synchronization
(PS): Link Balancer Controller (LBC) and Separate State Link
Balancer Controller (SSLBC). Both of these schemes initiate
state synchronization among controllers within a fixed
period. Using LBC, each controller directs newly arrived
flows to the current least loaded server in the entire net-
work based on its NIB, which is updated and synchronized
periodically by controller state synchronizations. However,
good load-balancing performance using LBC requests fre-
quent synchronizations, which overly burden controllers.
To achieve good performance with less synchronization
overhead of controllers,1 SSLBC is further developed. In
SSLBC, each controller divides its NIB into two parts: the lo-
cal NIB containing the load of servers in the local domain
and the remote NIB containing the load of servers in do-
mains except the local domain. Using SSLBC, the remote
NIB is updated periodically by controller state synchroniza-
tions, while the local NIB is updated in real time. The local
domain’s controller is aware of the real-time load variation
of servers in the local domain by the real-time updated local
NIB, which enables the controller to select the least loaded
server based on accurate local domain status. Thus, SSLBC
achieves better load-balancing performance with the same
number of synchronizations as LBC. However, as will be de-
tailed in Section 3, SSLBC may lead to several undesired
exceptional situations (e.g., forwarding loops [7,10–12] and
black holes [7,10,11]) due to state desynchronization among
controllers.

In this paper, we investigate the application of load bal-
ancing in the SDN network with multiple domains man-
aged by multiple controllers. We propose a new type of
controller state synchronization scheme, Load Variance-
based Synchronization (LVS), to improve load-balancing
performance by eliminating forwarding loops and to lower
synchronization frequency. We first introduce load balanc-
ing in the SDN network in detail and differentiate it from
load balancing in the IP network. Based on the description,
we analyze two problems in existing PS-based schemes:
the high controller synchronization overhead problem
caused by frequent synchronizations and the forwarding-
loop problem caused by state desynchronization among
controllers during the interval between two consecutive
synchronizations. Then, we solve the two problems with
two specific LVS-based schemes: Least loaded Server
Variation Synchronization (LSVS) and Least loaded Domain
Variation Synchronization (LDVS). Compared with PS-based
schemes, LVS-based schemes achieve low synchronization
frequency by conducting effective controller state synchro-
nizations only when the load of a specific server or domain
exceeds a certain threshold. The results of simulations
nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
g/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.004
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show that LVS-based schemes achieve loop-free
forwarding and good load balancing performance with
much fewer synchronizations as compared with existing
schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
distinguishes load balancing in the SDN network from load
balancing in the IP network. Section 3 presents the prob-
lems of existing PS-based schemes. Section 4 proposes
two specific LVS-based schemes to improve the load-
balancing performance by addressing the problems
presented in Section 3. Section 5 compares two proposed
LVS-based schemes with the existing PS-based schemes.
Section 6 discusses a practical issue in LVS-based schemes
implementation. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Problem background

2.1. Notations

We first summarize notations used in this paper in
Table 1.

2.2. Load balancing in the IP network

Load balancing [6,7,13,14] is a typical network applica-
tion. The goal of load balancing is to enable the load of each
server to approach the global optimal balanced server load
Uglobal opt by dynamically dispatching new flows to multiple
servers in the network. Uglobal opt is expressed as follows:
Table 1
Notations.

N Number of domains
Mi Number of servers in domain i
T Synchronization period
Di Domain i ð1 6 i 6 NÞ
CLC Logically centralized controller of an SDN network
Ci Controller of domain i
fnew Newly arrived flow
pnew Packet of fnew

Si;j j-th server of domain i ð1 6 j 6 MÞ
Sleast Least loaded server selected by the controller of the

domain a flow just passed by
S0least Least loaded server selected by the controller of the

current domain
Ui;j Load of Si;j

UCk
i;j

Load of Si;j stored in Ck

Uleast Load of Sleast

Uglobal opt Global optimal load

UD
i

Load of Di

Dleast Least loaded domain

UD
least

Load of Dleast

THS Threshold of LSVS
THD Threshold of LDVS
Sthd A specific server used in THS

Dthd A specific domain used in THD

Uthd Load of Sthd

UD
thd

Load of Dthd

Sm
least m-th least loaded server in the SDN network

ð2 6 m 6 NMiÞ
Dl

least
l-th least loaded domain in the SDN network ð2 6 l 6 NÞ

DU Load margin

Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
variance-based synchronization, Comput. Netw. (2014), http://dx.doi.or
Uglobal opt ¼
PN

i¼1

PMi
j¼1Ui;j

NMi
ð1Þ

where N denotes the number of domains, Mi ð1 6 i 6 NÞ
denotes the number of servers in domain i, and Ui;j

ð1 6 j 6 Mi;0 6 Ui;j � 1Þ denotes the load of the j-th server
in domain i.

In the traditional IP network, the function of load
balancing is achieved by the Load Balancing Router (LBR).
Specifically, when a new flow fnew enters the network,
fnew will first go through LBR. In LBR, a specific server
(e.g., the least loaded server) is selected as the destination
server of fnew based on the current network status. The IP
address of the destination server is then written into the
header of pnew (i.e., the packet of fnew). Subsequently, pnew

will be strictly forwarded to its destination server via the
path calculated by routing protocols (e.g., OSPF). Obvi-
ously, in the IP network, the forwarding decision is made
only based on the network status at the time of selecting
the destination server. However, the network status may
change over time. In such conditions, during the forward-
ing process, there might be some servers that are more
suitable than the destination server selected by LBR before.
Therefore, the load-balancing performance in the IP
network is not optimal.

2.3. Load balancing in the SDN network

In an SDN network, a series of Real-time Least loaded
Server selections (RLSs) is conducted by the controller to
achieve load balancing. RLS is used to determine a new
flow’s destination server and to calculate a path heading
to the destination server when the new flow enters a do-
main for the first time. The intuition behind RLS is to make
the forwarding decision for each new flow based on a time-
varying network status. Specifically, assume a new flow
fnew enters the SDN network from a domain D. Since fnew en-
ters D for the first time, it does not match any rules in the
flow tables of switches in D and the controller cannot find
fnew’s forwarding path. Thus, similar to the IP network, RLS
is conducted to select the destination server of fnew. In RLS,
the controller uses its current NIB to select the least loaded
server Sleast in the entire network as the destination server
of fnew. Unlike in the IP network where LBR writes the IP ad-
dress of Sleast into the header of fnew’s packets, the controller
only configures a forwarding path to direct fnew from the
current domain D to the domain D0, which is closer to
Sleast . If fnew arrives at D0 and the controller cannot find its
forwarding path in D0, the controller also activates RLS to
select the destination server of fnew based on its current
NIB. The result of RLS is S0least . Because the network status
varies over time, S0least could be different from Sleast . If so,
fnew is directed to a domain that is closer to S0least via a
new calculated path and Sleast is updated to S0least . Otherwise,
fnew is forwarded to the next domain that is closer to origi-
nal Sleast . Once a packet of fnew arrives at the destination ser-
ver, subsequent packets of fnew will be strictly forwarded
via the same path to the same destination server until
the path is removed by the timeout scheme or the control-
ler. RLS enables the controller to make better forwarding
decisions for new flows using real-time network status,
nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
g/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.004
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as compared with the forwarding decision only based on
the network status at the time of selecting the destination
server in the IP network. In [7], SSLBC applies RLS and im-
proves load-balancing performance.

Fig. 1 illustrates how RLS works for a new flow in a do-
main of an example SDN network. In the figure, the SDN
network is composed of N isolated domains ðD1 . . . DNÞ
and is controlled by a logically centralized controller CLC .
In each domain, edge switches connect with web servers,
which provide web services to users outside the SDN net-
work. Let Si;j denote the j-th server in domain i and Sleast

denote the least loaded server of the entire SDN network.
RLS processing includes seven steps. When a new flow
fnew enters D1 for the first time, the first switch receiving
fnew asks CLC where to forward fnew, as shown by steps 1
and 2. After searching its global NIB, CLC finds that Si;j is
the current Sleast and then determines fnew’s path to Sleast

by looking up its routing table, as shown by steps 3, 4,
and 5. In the next step, CLC sets up fnew’s path to Sleast by
installing rules in the flow tables of related switches in
D1. Finally, fnew is directed to the next domain that is closer
to Sleast via the configured path.

The description above is based on the assumption that
an SDN network only contains a centralized controller,
which stores the entire network status and conducts pack-
et possessing for all new flows. However, in the real
deployment, the centralized controller is usually imple-
mented by multiple distributed controllers to improve lim-
ited scalability, responsiveness, and reliability over using
Fig. 1. Example of Real-time Least loaded Se

Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
variance-based synchronization, Comput. Netw. (2014), http://dx.doi.or
one controller. Fig. 2 shows the deployment of multiple
distributed controllers in a large-scale SDN network. In this
figure, CLC is physically composed of multiple distributed
controllers Ci, which manages domain Di and maintains
the NIB stored in Ci. The combination of Ci works together
to achieve the function of CLC . When a new flow fnew enters
the network from D1; C1 is queried by the first switch of D1

receiving fnew, and Sleast is selected as the destination server
of fnew based on the NIB of C1. If Sleast is located in D1; C1

configures the related switches in D1 with a path to Sleast

and forwards fnew via this path. Otherwise, C1 uses routing
protocols to calculate a path, which directs fnew to the next
domain heading to Sleast , and configures the related
switches in D1 with this path. In the rest of this paper, con-
troller is short for distributed controller, unless stated
otherwise.
3. Problems of existing schemes

In the above discussion, load balancing in the SDN net-
work is achieved by selecting the forwarding paths for
new flows based on controllers’ NIBs. The update of control-
lers’ NIBs is determined by the controller state synchroniza-
tion scheme, which significantly impacts load-balancing
performance. The existing PS-based controller state syn-
chronization schemes have two major problems: the high
synchronization overhead of controllers and the forwarding
loop, which will be detailed in the following subsections.
rver selection (RLS) in a SDN network.

nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
g/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.004
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3.1. Term definitions

For ease of understanding the proposed schemes in this
paper, we highlight several important terms. All terms are
defined from the view of Ci.

Local domain: the domain controlled by Ci, i.e., Di.
Remote domain: the domain controlled by a controller

except Ci.
Local NIB: a part of Ci’s global NIB, which stores the

load of servers in Di.
Remote NIB: a part of Ci’s global NIB, which stores the

load of servers in the remote domains of Ci.
Update: the action to obtain the real-time load of serv-

ers in the specific domain(s) and to store those loads into a
specific part of the NIB.

Update of local NIB: the action to get the real-time load
of servers in Di by pulling the statistics from edge switches
of Di and to store those loads in the local NIB of Ci.

Update of remote NIB: the action to get the real-time
load of servers in the remote domains of Ci by controller
state synchronization and to store those loads in the re-
mote NIB of Ci.

Synchronize: the action to conduct the update of the
local and remote NIBs.
3.2. High synchronization overhead of controllers

LBC [7] is a PS-based controller state synchronization
scheme. Several current works are based on LBC, such as
consensus routing [15] and consensus algorithms [16].
Fig. 2. Deployment of multiple distributed co

Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
variance-based synchronization, Comput. Netw. (2014), http://dx.doi.or
Using LBC in the SDN network, both the local and remote
NIBs are updated and synchronized periodically and simul-
taneously. We illustrate the impact of LBC on load-balanc-
ing performance by the load variation of servers in an
interval between two consecutive synchronizations under
a specific topology named SimSDN1. Similar to the simula-
tion topology in [7], SimSDN1 is a simple case of Fig. 2.
SimSDN1 contains two domains D1 and D2, each of which
is composed of one edge switch connecting with one ser-
ver. Figs. 3, 4, 7 show the load variation of servers when
different schemes are used for synchronizing the state
among controllers. In those figures, U1;1 and U2;1, respec-
tively, denote the real-time loads of S1;1 and S2;1. UC1

1;1 and
UC1

2;1, respectively, denote the estimated loads of S1;1 and
S2;1, which are stored in C1 and updated by the specific syn-
chronization scheme. For C1; UC1

1;1 belongs to the local NIB
of C1, while UC1

2;1 belongs to the remote NIB of C1. The
synchronization period of LBC is T seconds, so that the con-
trollers’ NIBs are only updated and synchronized at t0 þ nT
ðn 2 NÞ. In Fig. 3, we assume that S1;1 and S2;1 are homoge-
neous servers, and the loads of S1;1 and S2;1 are 50% and 70%
before t0, respectively. Two new flows f1 with the load of
10% and f2 with the load of 20%, respectively, enter SimS-
DN1 at t1 and t2. Two existing flows f3 with the load of
10% and f4 with the load of 30%, respectively, terminate
at t3 and t4. Using LBC, at t0 and t0 þ T; UC1

1;1 is updated
by pulling U1;1 from the edge switch connected with S1;1,
and UC1

2;1 is updated by synchronizing U2;1 from C2. At any
time between t0 and t0 þ T , the local and remote NIBs of
C1 do not change even if the load of servers in D1 and D2
ntrollers in a large-scale SDN network.

nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
g/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.004
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change. C2 works exactly as C1. The states of C1 and C2 are
always consistent with their NIBs updated at the last
synchronization.

Obviously, by applying LBC, load-balancing perfor-
mance depends on T. If T ¼ 0, the real-time state synchro-
nization among controllers enables good load-balancing
performance, but it also incurs a large number of synchro-
nizations. Due to the direct proportional relationship
between the synchronization overhead of controllers and
the number of synchronizations [7], controllers conse-
quently suffer from high synchronization overhead. If T is
large (e.g., 16 s), the load variation of servers in one domain
cannot be timely updated and synchronized to other con-
trollers in the SDN network. Thus, in the interval between
two consecutive synchronizations, controllers make
consistent forwarding decisions for new flows based on
the out-of-date NIBs, which would degrade load-balancing
performance and, even worse, lead to packet loss. For
example, new flows are forwarded to Sleast even if Sleast

reaches 100% load, and some new flows are dropped. This
phenomenon could be exacerbated when a large number
of new flows enter the network in a short period.

3.3. Forwarding loop

In [7], SSLBC is proposed to improve load-balancing per-
formance with the same synchronization overhead of LBC.
Compared with the eventual consistency of LBC, SSLBC is
an inconsistent PS-based controller state synchronization
scheme. In SSLBC, the load of servers in the remote NIB is
updated every T seconds by synchronization, while the
load of servers in the local NIB is updated in real time.
The real-time update of the local NIB mitigates load unbal-
ancing among severs caused by a time gap between two
consecutive synchronizations. Fig. 4 shows the load varia-
tion of servers under the same network and flow configu-
ration described in Section 3.2 when SSLBC is used as the
controller state synchronization scheme. In Fig. 4, for
C1; UC1

1;1 is strictly consistent with U1;1 at t1; t2, and t4 due
to the real-time update of the local NIB. For C2; UC2

2;1 is also
updated at t3 to reflect the real-time value of U2;1.

However, the real-time update of the local NIB could in-
cur temporary state inconsistency among controllers. Thus,
Fig. 3. Load variation of servers in SimSDN1 using LBC.

Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
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in the interval between two consecutive synchronizations,
different controllers may have different understandings on
the current least loaded server in the network, which could
cause forwarding loops. In Fig. 4, during the interval
between t2 and t4; C1 thinks that S2;1 is Sleast of the two do-
mains since the inquiry result of C1’s NIB shows UC1

1;1 > UC1
2;1.

However, in D2; S1;1 is recognized as Sleast of the two do-
mains by C2 because the NIB of C2 shows UC2

2;1 > UC2
1;1. If a

new flow fnew enters the network during this interval, fnew

will be pushed back and forth among the two domains.
The loop forms. After a certain period of time, the packets
of fnew are dropped and packet loss occurs.

In the traditional IP network, the forwarding loop can
be eliminated after the NIBs of controllers become consis-
tent again (e.g., after t0 þ T in Fig. 4). This is because pack-
ets in the IP network are routed individually, and the new
NIB will become effective for all newly arrived packets.
However, in the SDN network, once the forwarding rules
are installed in the flow tables of switches, flows are
strictly forwarded until the rules are removed by the time-
out scheme or controllers. The forwarding loops may last
tens of seconds, which could cause significant packet loss
and communication disruptions.

If an SDN network only contains two domains, this for-
warding-loop problem can be easily solved. For example,
we can forbid sending pnew back to the port where pnew

comes from. However, the forwarding-loop problem be-
comes complicated if an SDN network is composed of three
or more domains since controllers have no idea which do-
mains pnew went through except the domain pnew just
passed by. Fig. 5 describes the forwarding-loop problem
in the SDN network containing three domains. When fnew

enters the network from D1; C1 searches its current NIB
and finds that S2;2 is Sleast . Then, C1 configures switches in
D1 to forward fnew heading to S2;2 via the configured path.
When D2 receives fnew sent from D1; C2 finds that fnew does
not match any rules in the flow tables of switches in D2.
Thus, C2 selects S3;1 as S0least based on its current NIB. Since
S0least is different from Sleast; Sleast is updated to S3;1, and fnew

is directed to S3;1 by configuring the related switches in D2.
When D3 receives fnew sent from D2; C3 acts similarly to C1

and C2, and selects S0least based on its current NIB. Unfortu-
nately, S1;3 is selected by C3 as S0least , so that C3 updates Sleast
nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
g/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.004
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to S1;3 and makes the forwarding configuration on switches
in D3 to direct fnew heading to S1;3. As a result, fnew is sent
back to D1, where fnew comes from, and the forwarding loop
forms. In this example, even if a packet is forbidden to be
sent back to the port where it comes from, C3 also sends
fnew back to C1. This is because C3 only knows that fnew

comes from C2, but has no idea about other domains that
fnew went through before.
4. Load variance-based synchronization

The forwarding loop is caused by the inconsistent infor-
mation of the least loaded server among controllers, which
could lead to significant packet loss and communication
disruptions. In this section, we propose two specific LVS-
based schemes to eliminate forwarding loops and to
achieve good load-balancing performance with low syn-
chronization overhead.
4.1. Least loaded server variation synchronization (LSVS)

LVS is a trigger-based synchronization. The intuition be-
hind LVS are two points: (i) make sure that new flows are
forwarded heading to the same least loaded server/domain
and (ii) use as few synchronizations as possible to update
all controllers with the crucial variance of network status
that could lead to forwarding loops. The first point enables
Fig. 5. Example of the forwarding loop problem in

Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
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loop-free forwarding. The second point trades off load-bal-
ancing performance and the synchronization overhead of
controllers.

In LSVS, there are two roles for each controller: Active
Controller (AC) and Passive Controller (PC). An SDN network
only contains one AC, which manages the domain contain-
ing the least loaded server Sleast selected at the last syn-
chronization. The remaining domains of the SDN network
are managed by PCs. In the role of PC, the controller is as-
sumed to update its local NIB in real time by pulling statis-
tics from underlying switches in its local domain. AC not
only updates its local NIB in real time but also activates
synchronizations to update the current network status to
all controllers when the load of Sleast (i.e., Uleast) exceeds
the threshold THS. THS is set as the load of a specific server
Sthd (i.e., Uthd) plus a fixed load margin DU, that is
THS ¼ Uthd þ DU. The load margin is used to prevent fre-
quent synchronizations when the difference between
Uleast and Uthd is very small.

LSVS can be explained through the process of controller
role exchange mechanism. Specifically, after the last syn-
chronization, one controller becomes the AC because one
of its servers is selected as Sleast of the entire network, and
the remaining controllers are PCs. Each controller is aware
of the load variation of servers in its local domain by updat-
ing its local NIB in real time. When Uleast exceeds THS, AC ini-
tiates a synchronization to update the current network
status to all the controllers. During this synchronization,
the SDN network containing three domains.

nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
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the previous AC changes its role to a PC. If a server in a do-
main managed by a previous PC becomes the new Sleast , the
controller of this domain changes its role from a PC to the
new AC. After this synchronization, there is still one AC in
the SDN network, and new flows will be forwarded to the
new Sleast until the next synchronization occurs. Fig. 6
shows the controller role exchange in LSVS. The controller
role exchange mechanism ensures that one SDN network
only contains one AC, and all the controllers have the con-
sistent information of the least load server. Compared with
PS-based schemes, LSVS conducts effective synchroniza-
tions and eliminates the forwarding loop by controller role
exchange mechanism. Note that the proposed controller
role exchange mechanism can incorporate any signaling
protocols.

Fig. 7 shows the load variation of servers under SimS-
DN1 with the same flow arrival configuration in Section 3.2
when LSVS is used as the controller state synchronization
scheme. We assume DU ¼ 5%, THS is set as the load of
the second least loaded server in the last synchronization
plus DU. In Fig. 7, before t1; C1 is AC, S1;1 is Sleast , and THS

is 75% ðTHS ¼ UC1
2;1 þ DU ¼ 70%þ 5% ¼ 75%Þ. At t1; S1;1 re-

ceives f1, and both U1;1 and UC1
1;1 increase to 60%. At t2; S1;1

receives f2, and both U1;1 and UC1
1;1 increase to 80%. Hence, a

synchronization is initiated by C1 since UC1
1;1 is larger than

the current THS. During the synchronization, S2;1 is selected
as the new Sleast; C2 becomes the new AC, C1 changes to a
PC, and THS is updated to 85%
ðTHS ¼ UC2

1;1 þ DU ¼ 80%þ 5% ¼ 85%Þ. C1 and C2 update
Sleast , AC, and THS by calculating the three variables using
their updated NIBs. At t3; U2;1 decreases to 60% when f3

terminates, and UC2
2;1 is updated accordingly. At t4; U1;1 de-

creases to 50% when f4 terminates, and UC1
1;1 is updated

accordingly. The next synchronization will not occur until
U2;1 exceeds 85%. Thus, if a new flow fnew enters the net-
work from either D1 or D2 during the interval between t2

and t4; f new is forwarded to S2;1 because both C1 and C2

think that S2;1 is Sleast in the entire network. The forwarding
is loop-free. Since LSVS only initiates necessary synchroni-
zations to eliminate forwarding loops, the synchronization
is effective.

To achieve good load-balancing performance, LSVS also
uses RLS. As Section 2.3 explains, when RLS is applied, a
new flow fnew could be dynamically absorbed by a server
S0least , which is in the domain on the forwarding path to
Sleast , only if U0least is less than Uleast . Specifically, when fnew

enters the network from Dd ð1 6 d 6 NÞ; Cd selects Sleast

based on its current NIB and directs fnew heading to Sleast .
During the procedure of fnew forwarding, if fnew traverses
Fig. 6. Controller role exchange during a synchronization using LSVS.
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De ð1 6 e 6 N; e – dÞ for the first time and the real-time
load of S0least selected by Ce is the least one in Ce’s local
and remote NIBs, fnew is absorbed by S0least . In Fig. 7, after
t4; C2 is still AC and S2;1 is still Sleast since no synchroniza-
tion occurs. However, in the NIB of C1; UC1

2;1 is larger than
UC1

1;1, that is UC1
2;1 > UC1

1;1. Thus, if a new flow fnew enters D1

after t4; C1 directs fnew to S1;1 rather than to S2;1. After a per-
iod of time, UC1

1;1 exceeds UC1
2;1, and then new flows will start

to be forwarded to S2;1 again. By applying RLS, a controller
directs a new flow either to a server, which is in the local
domain managed by this controller, or to Sleast , which is
selected by all controllers during the last synchronization
and will not be changed until the next synchronization oc-
curs. Thus, the combination of LSVS and RLS does not cause
any forwarding loops. RLS enables controllers to make for-
warding decisions for new flows considering the real-time
load variation of servers in those controllers’ local
domains, which further improves load-balancing
performance.

4.2. Least loaded domain variation synchronization (LDVS)

LSVS solves the forwarding-loop problem, but it triggers
synchronizations based on the load variation of a single
server, which could also overly burden controllers with
frequent synchronizations under specific cases. For exam-
ple, due to the limited processing capacity of a single ser-
ver, when a large number of new flows enter the
network in a short period of time, Sleast could easily exceed
the threshold THs, and frequent synchronizations will be
activated to select the new Sleast . In addition, if the load of
certain servers belonging to different domains is very close
to Uleast , a large number of synchronizations will also be
initiated to frequently select the new AC. The number of
synchronizations can be decreased by using a large DU,
but load-balancing performance would be inevitably de-
graded, as shown by simulation results in Section 5. The
high synchronization overhead of controllers could in-
crease the packet forwarding latency, reduce the synchro-
nization accuracy, and lead to some inevitable loops [17].

To reduce the synchronization overhead of controllers
as well as to maintain good load-balancing performance,
we further propose LDVS, the controller state synchroniza-
Fig. 7. Load variation of servers in SimSDN1 using LSVS.
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tion scheme based on the load variation of a domain. In
LDVS, domain Di’s load (i.e., UD

i ) is defined by the average
load of servers in Di, that is:

UD
i ¼

PMi
j¼1Ui;j

Mi
ð2Þ

The domain with the least domain load is defined as the
least loaded domain Dleast . The load of Dleast is UD

least . Using
LSVS, an SDN network still contains one AC and multiple
PCs. AC controls Dleast , and PCs control other domains ex-
cept Dleast . In the interval between two consecutive syn-
chronizations, all new flows are forwarded heading to
Dleast . To maintain good load-balancing performance, AC
further distributes new flows received by Dleast to different
servers in Dleast based on its real-time updated local NIB.
The controller state synchronization only occurs when
UD

least exceeds the threshold THD, which is set as the load
of a specific domain Dthd (i.e., UD

thd) plus a fixed load margin
DU, that is THD ¼ UD

thd þ DU. Obviously, Dleast receives more
new flows than Sleast does before a synchronization is acti-
vated. Thus, the interval between two consecutive syn-
chronizations of LDVS would be longer than that of LSVS.
For a certain period, the number of synchronizations using
LDVS is reduced, as compared with using LSVS.

We illustrate an example to differentiate LSVS and LDVS
under a topology SimSDN2. SimSDN2 is another simple
SDN network similar to that in Fig. 2. SimSDN2 contains
two domains, and each of the two domains is composed
of one switch connecting with three servers. In this exam-
ple, THS is set as the load of the second least loaded server
in the last synchronization plus a fixed load margin DU,
and DU ¼ 5%. The network and flow arrival configuration
are listed as follows: at t5, the load of each server is 60%
and C1 is AC; at t5 þ 1, the existing flows fex1 with the load
of 45%, fex2 with the load of 39%, and fex3 with the load of
42%, respectively, terminate from S1;1; S1;2, and S2;1; the
new flows fnew1 with the load of 9% and fnew2 with the load
of 9%, respectively, enter the network at t5 þ 2 and t5 þ 3.
Table 2 shows the variation of server load and the thresh-
old THS when LSVS is used as the controller state synchro-
nization scheme under the above network and flow arrival
setup. Specifically, LSVS works as follows: at t5 þ 1, the
three existing flows fex1; f ex2, and fex3 terminate, U1;1; U1;2,
and U2;1, respectively, decrease to 15%, 21%, and 18%, THS

changes to 23% ðU2;1 þ DU ¼ 18%þ 5%Þ. At t5 þ 2, when
fnew1 enters D1, it is forwarded to S1;1 since S1;1 is Sleast in
the entire network. Then, U1;1 increases to 24%, and a syn-
chronization is initiated by C1. After the synchronization,
S2;1 becomes Sleast; C2 becomes AC, and THS changes to
26% ðU1;2 þ DU ¼ 21%þ 5%Þ. At t5 þ 3; S2;1 receives fnew2

and U2;1 increases to 27%. Thus, C2 initiates a
synchronization, in which S1;2 becomes Sleast; C1 becomes
Table 2
Load variation of servers in SimSDN2 using LSVS.

Time State (%)

U1;1 U1;2 U1;3 U2;1 U2;2 U2;3 THS

t5 þ 1 15 21 60 18 60 60 23
t5 þ 2 24 21 60 18 60 60 26
t5 þ 3 24 21 60 27 60 60 29
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AC, and THS changes to 29% ðU1;1 þ DU ¼ 24%þ 5%Þ. In
the last two seconds, two synchronizations occur when
using LSVS.

However, LDVS could not incur any synchronizations
during the same time interval. In this example, THD is set
as the load of the second least loaded domain in the last
synchronization plus a fixed load margin DU (DU ¼ 5%).
Table 3 shows the variation of domain load and the thresh-
old THD when LDVS is used as the controller state synchro-
nization scheme under the same network and flow arrival
setup as Table 2. Specifically, LDVS works as follows: at
t5 þ 1; UD

1 equals 32% ð½U1;1 þ U1;2 þ U1;3�=3 ¼ ½15%þ
21%þ 60%�=3Þ, and UD

2 equals 46% ð½U2;1 þ U2;2 þ U2;3�=3
¼ ½18%þ 60%þ 60%�=3Þ. Since UD

1 is less than UD
2 ; D1 is

Dleast; C1 is AC, and THD is 51% ðUD
2 þ DU ¼ 46%þ 5%Þ. At

t5 þ 2; D1 receives fnew1 and UD
1 increases to 35%

(32% + 9%/3). At t5 þ 3, since D1 is still Dleast; f new2 is still
forwarded to D1 and UD

1 increases to 38% (35% + 9%/3). By
applying LDVS, no synchronization occurs in the interval
between t5 þ 1 and t5 þ 3, and the synchronization will
not be initiated until UD

1 exceeds THD. Thus, using the do-
main load as the trigger variable of synchronization en-
ables the reduction on the synchronization overhead of
controllers.

In addition, LDVS could use few synchronization infor-
mation. In LDVS, the forwarding decision of a new flow
fnew includes two steps: (1) fnew is first forwarded to Dleast

based on the load of domains and (2) fnew is then forwarded
to a server in Dleast based on the local NIB of Dleast . Since the
two steps do not use the load of servers in the remote do-
mains, LDVS could reduce synchronization information by
using two types of NIBs: the domain NIB and the server
NIB. The server NIB stores and updates the load of servers
in the local domain in real time, but the domain NIB only
stores the load of local and remote domains. The load of
the local domain is calculated in real time and updated
from the server NIB, while the loads of remote domains
are updated by the controller state synchronization. Using
the domain NIB, a controller only synchronizes its local do-
main load instead of the load of servers in its local domain
to other controllers during the controller state synchroni-
zation, which reduces the amount of synchronization
information.
5. Simulation

5.1. Simulation setup

In this section, we evaluate the performance of different
controller state synchronization schemes for the SDN net-
work. We assume that one SDN contains N domains, and
each domain is composed of M servers connected by edge
Table 3
Load variation of domains in SimSDN2 using LDVS.

Time State (%)

UD
1 UD

2
THD

t5 þ 1 32 46 51
t5 þ 2 35 46 51
t5 þ 3 38 46 51
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Table 4
Parameters of simulation.

Case Number of
domain (N)

Number of
server (M)

Flow arrival rate and
flow durations

1 2 6 Deterministic
2 6 10 Poisson (k ¼ 80)
3 6 50 Poisson (k ¼ 400)

2 For interpretation of color in Fig. 8(b), Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
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switches. Each server has approximately the same process-
ing ability. The controller state synchronization is achieved
by a method similar to [18]. Each controller maintains a
communication channel with every other controller. A
controller sends its local information to other controllers
through these communication channels during synchroni-
zations. We conducted the simulation experiments in two
modes: packet mode and flow mode. In the simulation, we
evaluate three performance metrics: the packet loss rate,
the load-balancing performance, and the synchronization
overhead of controllers.

We simulate three specific cases for the two modes:
Case 1 for the packet model, Cases 2 and 3 for the flow
model. In the packet-model simulation, we use Mininet
[19] to build the SDN network and use POX [20] to simu-
late multiple controllers. With the packet-mode simula-
tion, we are able to obtain the three performance
metrics. However, because of its long simulation time, only
relatively small SDN networks can be evaluated in a rea-
sonable period. In Case 1, similar to the simulation topol-
ogy in [7], the SDN network consists of two domains, and
each domain contains two switches connecting with three
servers. The traffic load with the deterministic amount (i.e.,
10% of a load server) randomly ingresses one of the two do-
mains. For Case 1, we ran our simulation 100 times with a
duration of 240 s for each scheme.

Flow-mode simulation captures flow arrival and termi-
nation events without injecting packets as in the packet
mode. Specifically, in flow-mode simulation, a realistic
workload is used. New flows randomly enter different do-
mains, and the arrival rate and durations of each flow are
driven by a Poisson distribution with the parameter k.
Due to its coarser granularity, flow-mode simulation can
be used to evaluate the load-balancing performance and
the synchronization overhead of controllers for large-scale
SDN networks with high traffic loads. In Case 2, we expand
the network to six domains, each of which contains five
switches connecting with two servers. In Case 3, we simu-
late a more complex scenario: the SDN network still
contains six domains, and each domain contains five
switches. However, in each domain, one switch connects
with ten servers. Compared with Case 2, the number of
traffic flows in Case 3 increases as the network scales. k
equals 80 and 400 for Cases 2 and 3, respectively. In
flow-mode simulation, we use two types of flows: mice
flows and elephant flows. For Cases 2 and 3, 80% of the
flows are mice flows, whose sizes randomly vary in the
range of 0.01% and 0.1% of a server load, and 20% of the
flows are elephant flows, whose sizes randomly vary in
the range of 0.1% and 1% of a server load. For Cases 2 and
3, we ran our simulation 100 times with a duration of
24,000 s for each scheme. Table 4 shows the parameters
of the three cases in detail.

For PS-based schemes, we evaluate the impact of differ-
ent synchronization periods on the three performance
metrics. In Section 5.2.1, five different synchronization
periods are used. In Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, three synchro-
nization periods are used. For LVS-based schemes, we first
use one specific threshold for each scheme to compare
with PS-based schemes, and then evaluate the impact of
different thresholds on performance metrics. In Sections
Please cite this article in press as: Z. Guo et al., Improving the performa
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5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3, THS is set as the load of the second
least loaded server in the last synchronization plus a fixed
load margin DU, and THD is set as the load of the second
least loaded domain in the last synchronization plus a fixed
load margin DU. In Section 5.2.4, six specific servers, three
specific domains, and six load margins are used. In our
simulations, we use star topology for the intra-domain
connectivity and ring topology for the inter-domain con-
nectivity. The simulations we ran on the line and ring
topologies for the intra-domain connectivity exhibit very
similar behavior.
5.2. Simulation results

First, we validate our simulation environment by
matching the results of LBC and SSLBC reported in [7]
under the similar network and workload configuration.
Then, we compare the proposed LVS-based schemes
against PS-based schemes with the performance metrics
under deterministic workload and Poisson distribution
workload. We also evaluate the impact of different thresh-
olds on the performance of LVS-based schemes. For ease of
reading, PS-based schemes plus synchronization periods
are short for PS-based schemes with synchronization peri-
ods. For example, LBC-4s is short for LBC with a synchroni-
zation period of 4 seconds.
5.2.1. Case 1
In Case 1, we evaluate the ideal scheme (i.e., LBC-0s),

two LVS-based schemes (i.e., LSVS and LDVS) and two
PS-based schemes with different synchronization periods
(i.e., LBC-1s, LBC-2s, LBC-4s, LBC-16s, and SSLBC-16s).
Table 5, Fig. 8(a), and (b), respectively, show the average
number of synchronizations per minute, the packet loss
rate, and the load-balancing performance of these schemes
under Case 1. In Fig. 8(a), SSLBC causes packet loss and the
packet loss rate increases as the synchronization period
increases. In contrast, LSVS and LDVS do not cause any
packet loss since they eliminate forwarding loop.

The load-balancing performance is evaluated by server
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of all the servers in the
entire network [7]. A smaller RMSE means a better perfor-
mance. If all the servers have the same load, RMSE will be
0. Fig. 8(b) describes the server RMSE for different control-
ler synchronization schemes with different synchroniza-
tion periods in the form of box-plot. In Fig. 8(b)2, the box
represents the center half of the data and the red line repre-
sents the median data. The whiskers include 95% data while
nce of load balancing in software-defined networks through load
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Table 5
The average number of synchronizations per minute for different controller
state synchronization schemes.

Case Scheme

LBC-1s LBC-2s LBC-4s LSVS LDVS

1 60 30 15 14 11
2 60 30 15 22 18
3 60 30 15 23 18
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Fig. 9. Load-balancing performance of different controller state synchro-
nization schemes under Case 2.
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the 5% outliers are drawn as separate red crosses. The ideal
theoretical performance is shown by LBC-0s in which each
controller distributes new flows based on the real-time up-
dated local and remote NIBs. The load-balancing perfor-
mance using PS-based schemes is represented by LBC-1s,
LBC-2s, LBC-4s, LBC-16s, and SSLBC-16s. LBC-1s performs
better than other schemes, but it synchronizes 60 times
per minute. LBC-4s synchronizes the approximately same
times as LSVS and LDVS do, but it performs much worse than
those two schemes. The server RMSE of LBC-16s is much
worse than other schemes because the long synchronization
period significantly degrades the load-balancing perfor-
mance. The server RMSE of SSLBC-16s is close to the ideal
one, but it is not practical due to the packet loss caused by
forwarding loops. LSVS and LDVS achieve the mean RMSE
comparable to the ideal one (LBC-1s), but they only initiate
14 and 11 synchronizations per minute on average, respec-
tively. Since the synchronization overhead of controllers is
proportional to the number of synchronizations, LSVS and
LDVS achieve good load-balancing performance with much
less synchronization overhead, as compared with LBC-1s.
Thus, under the deterministic workload, the proposed LSVS
and LDVS eliminate the packet loss caused by forwarding
loops and achieves the trade-off between the load-balancing
performance and the synchronization overhead of
controllers.
5.2.2. Case 2
In Case 2, we evaluate LSVS, LDVS, LBC-1s, LBC-2s, and

LBC-4s. The average number of synchronizations per min-
ute and the load-balancing performance of these schemes
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under Case 2 are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 9, respectively.
In Fig. 9, the load-balancing performance of LBC improves,
as compared with Case 1. There are three reasons. First,
Case 2 simulates much longer than Case 1, which enables
the collection of more precise statistical characteristics.
Second, the workload of Case 2 varies more frequently than
Case 1, which makes a more balanced load on servers pos-
sible. Third, the SDN network of Case 2 contains many
more servers than that of Case 1. Thus, more servers can
be candidates for Sleast .

However, LVS-based schemes perform much better
than PS-based schemes. The server RMSEs of LSVS and
LDVS is very small, as compared with the server RMSE of
LBC in Case 2. LSVS and LDVS update the local NIB in real
time and update the remote NIB only when the load of
Sleast=Dleast exceeds THS=THD. The NIB update scheme en-
ables each controller to make forwarding decisions for
new flows based on the real-time load status of the local
domain. In addition, as the number of servers in the net-
work increases, the function of RLS becomes more effec-
tive. It is worth noting that in this case, even the
performance of LBC-1s is not comparable with the perfor-
mance of LSVS and LDVS. Thus, under a realistic Poisson
LSVS LDVS LBC−0s LBC−1s LBC−2s LBC−4s LBC−16sSSLBC−16s
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distribution workload, LSVS and LDVS achieve good load-
balancing performance with low synchronization
overhead.

5.2.3. Case 3
In Case 3, we evaluate LSVS, LDVS, LBC-1s, LBC-2s, and

LBC-4s. The average number of synchronizations per min-
ute and the load-balancing performance of these schemes
under Case 3 are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 10, respectively.
Compared with Case 2, the load-balancing performance of
LBC degrades significantly because of the use of out-of-
date NIBs to make consistent forwarding decisions for
new flows. In the interval between two consecutive syn-
chronizations, new flows are forwarded to Sleast . However,
the network status varies over time. For example, a server’s
real-time load could be much less than Uleast if some flows
terminate from this server. Sleast could reach 100% load
after it receives a large number of new flows. Without con-
sidering those critical changes, consistently forwarding
new flows to Sleast significantly degrades the load-balancing
performance and, even worse, leads to packet loss. Com-
pared with Case 2, the number of traffic flows in Case 3 in-
creases as the network scales. Thus, the problem of using
out-of-date NIBs is exacerbated.

In contrast, both LSVS and LDVS outperform LBC-1s,
LBC-2s, and LBC-4s on server RMSE. As the number of serv-
ers increases, the advantage of RLS becomes more obvious.
During the procedure of flow forwarding, more flows are
absorbed by the current least loaded server, which is se-
lected by controllers using those controllers’ real-time up-
dated local NIB. As a result, LSVS and LDVS not only
prevent a server from being fully loaded in a short period,
but also do not significantly increase the number of syn-
chronizations. Therefore, LSVS and LDVS achieve good
load-balancing performance with low synchronization
overhead in the large-scale SDN network with high traffic
loads.

5.2.4. The impact of threshold
In LVS-based schemes, the thresholds TH S/TH D are

composed of two components: Sthd’ load/Dthd’ load
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Fig. 10. Load-balancing performance of different controller state syn-
chronization schemes under Case 3.
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(Uthd=UD
thd) and load margin DU. The selection of compo-

nents impacts the performance of schemes. In the follow-
ing subsections, we evaluate the impact of the two
components on the load-balancing performance and the
average number of synchronizations under Case 2.

First, we set DU ¼ 0 and use different specific servers/
domains for the two proposed LVS-based schemes. For
LSVS, we use the second, sixth, tenth, twentieth, fortieth,
and fiftieth least loaded server (i.e., S2

least; S6
least;

S10
least; S20

least; S40
least , and S50

least) as Sthd. For LDVS, we use the sec-
ond, third, and fourth least loaded domain (i.e., D2

least; D3
least ,

and, D4
least) as Dthd. Obviously, a server/domain with a larger

superscript has a larger load. Tables 6 and 7, respectively,
show the average number of synchronizations per minute
for LSVS/LDVS using different Sthd/Dthd under Case 2. Fig. 11
shows the load-balancing performance of LSVS/LDVS using
different Sthd=Dthd under Case 2. For LSVS, when Sthd varies
from S2

least to S40
least , the load-balancing performance de-

grades very slightly and the average number of synchroni-
zations per minute decreases slightly, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). The reason is by applying LSVS the load differ-
ence among those servers is very small. However, the load
of S50

least is much larger than the load of S40
least . If S50

least is used in
Sthd; Sleast receives more flows before it reaches THS, as
compared with using S40

least . Thus, when using S50
least in Sthd,

the average number of synchronizations per minute de-
creases significantly, which degrades the load-balancing
performance degrades as compared with using S40

least . The
selection of using the specific server in THS trades off the
load-balancing performance and the synchronization over-
head of controllers. For LDVS, as the load of Dthd increases,
the load-balancing performance varies very slightly and
the synchronization overhead of controllers decreases very
slightly. This is because by applying LDVS the load differ-
ence among domains is very small.

Second, we set Sthd ¼ S2
least and Dthd ¼ D2

least and use six
different load margins for the two proposed LVS-based
schemes. Table 8 and Fig. 12, respectively, show the aver-
age number of synchronizations per minute for LSVS/LDVS
and the load-balancing performance of LSVS/LDVS using
different load margins under Case 2. For both LSVS and
LDVS, as DU increases, the number of synchronizations
per minute decreases, and the load-balancing performance
degrades. For the same load margin, LSVS outperforms
Table 6
The average number of synchronizations per minute for LSVS using
different Sthd in the threshold under Case 2.

Scheme Sthd

S2
least S6

least S10
least S20

least S40
least S50

least

LSVS 22 21 20 18 14 8

Table 7
The average number of synchronizations per minute for LDVS using
different Dthd in the threshold under Case 2.

Scheme Dthd

D2
least D3

least D4
least

LDVS 18 18 17
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Fig. 11. Load-balancing performance of LVS schemes using different Sthd/Dthd in the threshold under Case 2.

Table 8
The average number of synchronizations per minute for LSVS/LDVS using
different load margins in the threshold under Case 2.

Scheme DU

0 1% 3% 5% 8% 10%

LSVS 22 19 15 9 6 5
LDVS 18 13 10 7 5 4
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LDVS in the metric of server RMSE, but it requires more
synchronizations. The selection of DU depends on the
trade-off between the expected load-balancing perfor-
mance and the synchronization overhead of controllers.

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss a practical issue in the LVS-
based schemes implementation.

6.1. Forwarding loop in the procedure of synchronization

LVS-based schemes ensure that all controllers have con-
sistent information about the least loaded server/domain
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Fig. 12. Load-balancing performance of LVS schemes using
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during the interval between two consecutive synchroniza-
tions. However, in the procedure of synchronization, some
undesirable situations could occur. For example, during the
procedure of synchronization, the latest network status is
propagated to all controllers in the SDN network. Due to
the network congestion and controllers’ different locations,
different controllers could update their NIBs at different
times. Thus, some controllers use the new NIB to make for-
warding decisions for new flows, while others still use the
old NIB to decide where to forward new flows. The incon-
sistent network status of the controllers could cause the
forwarding loop. This forwarding-loop problem can be
solved by applying per-packet consistency [17]. In per-
packet consistency, the old NIB and new NIB are separately
stored in two tables. Each table is specified with a unique
configuration version number. At ingress switches, packets
are stamped with their configuration version numbers.
When a packet enters a domain, the version number of this
packet is tested to select which table to use. The per-packet
consistency guarantees that each packet flowing through
the network is processed according to a single network sta-
tus - either the old NIB before to the update, or the new NIB
after the update, but not a mixture of the old and new NIBs
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[17]. Thus, per-packet consistency prevents the forwarding
loop.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the controller state syn-
chronization issue under the application of load balancing
in the SDN network. We propose two LVS-based schemes
to solve the forwarding-loop problem and reduce the syn-
chronization overhead of controllers. LVS conducts the
effective controller state synchronizations only when the
load of a specific server or domain exceeds a certain
threshold. Simulation results show our proposed two spe-
cific LVS-based schemes, LSVS and LDVS, achieve loop-free
forwarding and good load-balancing performance with
much less synchronization overhead of controllers, as com-
pared with existing PS-based schemes. In our future work,
we plan to evaluate two proposed LVS-based schemes in a
real testbed. We also plan to extend the LVS-based
schemes to further reduce the synchronization overhead
of controllers while maintaining reasonable load-balancing
performance.
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